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ABSTRACT

Nanophotonics promises to solve the scalability problems of current electrical interconnects thanks to its low sensitivity to distance in terms of latency and energy consumption. Before this technology reaches maturity, hybrid photonic-electronic networks will be a viable alternative. Ideally, an ordinary electrical mesh and a ring-based photonic network should cooperate to minimize overall latency and energy consumption, but currently we lack mechanisms to do this efficiently. In this paper we present novel fine-grain policies to manage the photonic resources in a tiled-CMP scenario. Our policies are dynamic and base their decisions on parameters such as message size, ring availability and distance between endpoints, at the message level. The resulting network behavior is also fairer to all cores, reducing processor idle time thanks to faster thread synchronization. Of these policies, only the most elaborate ones reduce the overall network latency by 50%, execution time by 36% and network energy consumption by 52% on average, in a 16-core CMP for the PARSEC benchmark suite, when compared to the same CMP without the photonic ring.

1. INTRODUCTION

To be able to keep pace with Moore’s Law, the latest generations of most microprocessors have adopted an on-chip multi-core architecture where the last-level cache (LLC) is typically distributed across tiles [13]. This configuration enables scalability, but while each core can directly access the portion of cache in its own tile, it needs to use an interconnection network to access the cache resources in other tiles. The tiled-CMP design paradigm is devised to run complex and heterogeneous multi-threaded applications, which require efficient communication and synchronization between threads within the chip. This leads to the need for efficient on-chip interconnection mechanisms such as high-performance and structured network-on-chips (NoCs) for interconnecting the tiles.

The execution time of applications is becoming more and more affected by network traffic and particularly by the average distance traversed to retrieve data from the correct LLC tile in the chip (number of network hops). As the core count increases, the number of retransmissions that messages suffer in the electrical network also increases, compromising the scalability of future chip multiprocessors. In addition, data transmission through the on-chip interconnect is starting to account for most of the energy consumption of a chip, a scenario that is expected to get worse [16, 5]. This problem must be addressed to continue increasing the performance of future chips within a reasonable power budget.

Advances in silicon photonics have enabled the integration of optical interconnects inside silicon chips [9, 11]. This disruptive technology provides low-energy fast data transmission across the whole chip regardless of the distance, and can be a solution to the scalability problems of NoCs. For instance, transmitting information between two opposite corners of a 8×8 electronic mesh at 4 GHz requires traversing fifteen routers and fourteen inter-tile links, taking up tens of processor cycles (also at 4 GHz). Traversing the same distance in a photonic waveguide\(^1\) can take as little as two processor cycles, needs no retransmissions, and uses significantly less energy in the process.

Since silicon-photonic integration became feasible for CMP interconnects, a myriad of photonic networks have been proposed. Many topologies have been studied, from simple photonic rings [24, 20, 25] that operate like a crossbar, to complex articulated topologies [23, 22] that require or combine different transmission technologies, and to logical all-to-all interconnect designs [18]. Some complex photonic interconnects use supporting circuit-establishing electrical networks [23, 22] which limit severely the latency and energy advantages of nanophotonics in scenarios like hardware-cache-coherent CMPs. We focus on a simple photonic structure (ring) instead and show that, if properly managed, it can potentially deliver large latency and energy improvements without needing big investments in complex topologies and/or organization.

Investigation on the maximum benefits achievable from simple optical topologies (e.g., ring-based [21, 24, 20, 25]) is strategic because, for relatively short-term commercial solutions, the use of a simple 3D-stacked photonic network can be an interesting design choice, especially for pursuing low-power solutions.

Hybrid photonic-electronic NoCs attempt to make the most of both transmission technologies [21, 10, 15, 1]. While in the classic electronic heterogeneous network scenario [6, 7] the low-latency network was very power-hungry and was used selectively for accelerating certain messages, in this new scenario the low-latency raw photonic technology enables the faster and less power consuming network of the system in terms of dynamic power. But, when the load increases, it can suffer from long message queuing due to serialization and contention, reducing performance. Furthermore, increasing photonic resources to limit serialization effects introduces increased waveguide crossings, thus higher insertion loss and laser power, which, in turn further increases static power consumption (e.g., laser, thermal tuning). Moreover, for very short distances (e.g., 1-hop) also the latency advantage of photonics over electronics can be quite limited due to conversion overhead.

For these reasons, hybrid photonic-electronic NoCs, especially those based on simple physical topologies which will soon be implementable, need to be carefully managed to take advantage of the latency and energy advantages of photonic technology. Currently, there is a lack of adequate policies to carry out this management. Our purpose is to develop mechanisms to make the best use of a photonic network that works in cooperation with an electrical mesh

\(^1\)about 15 ps/mm (group velocity of light into silicon)
in a modern CMP. To our knowledge, these are the first proposed ad-hoc management strategies that use real-time information for hybrid photonic-electronic NoCs at the message level.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: (1) we propose novel policies to efficiently use photonic resources and test them by enabling a profitable usage of a single photonic ring in collaboration with an electrical network and (2) we evaluate these policies and analyze their different characteristics in terms of performance and energy consumption, showing that our more advanced policies significantly outperform naive ones both in execution time and power consumption and demonstrating the importance of appropriate dynamic electro/photonic message management policies. Only the best proposed policy is able to reduce the average execution time of the PARSEC benchmarks by 36% with respect to an electrical mesh while network energy consumption is also reduced by 52% on average.

Methodologically, considering a simple one-waveguide network (a likely representative of near-future CMPs) allows dissecting and tuning policies in isolation from other effects that might occur in more complex network organizations. Nevertheless, the proposed mechanisms are applicable, with appropriate tuning, to different network topologies, sizes and arbitration mechanisms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the ring-based photonic architecture used as a case study in this paper. Section 3 describes the management policies designed and their strong and weak points. Sections 4 and 5 evaluate the proposed policies from performance and energy-consumption points of view and, finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. BACKGROUND

The basic elements necessary to build a photonic network are waveguides, light sources, modulators and detectors. *Silicon waveguides* are on-chip channels that carry light modulated to convey information, enabling communication without retransmissions across the chip at higher bitrates and with lower losses than electrical wires, resulting in lower delays. As a *light source*, either on-chip or off-chip lasers are used to inject light into the waveguide. *WDM* (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) is employed to transmit information in several channels simultaneously, with one bit of width for each channel, corresponding to a particular wavelength or *carrier*. *Microring resonators* are made of looped optical waveguides [4] that can be used as modulators and filters for sending and receiving information. For instance, when being used for sending information, a microring coupling the light corresponding to its resonant wavelength injects a ‘0’ value. Alternatively, letting pass the light injects a ‘1’. When being used for receiving, a microring using a germanium doped photodiode detects the injected stream of ‘0’s and ‘1’s.

2.1 Ring-based photonic networks

Due to their simplicity and flexibility, optical topologies based on open or closed waveguides implementing logical *rings* [21, 24, 20, 25] are likely to be implemented in commercial machines before more complex photonic architectures based on photonic switches, *passive* [26, 19] or *active* [23, 22] (i.e., dynamically reconfigurable), as these employ a significant number of optical switches and incur many waveguide crossings that can introduce significant optical attenuations. Active switches need a photonic-circuit establishment mechanism (using a supporting electrical network) to configure the microring resonators before transmission due to the incapacity to implement routing within the optical domain, which has a very unattractive overhead for short messages typical of cache coherence based systems.

Figure 1 exemplifies a ring-shaped waveguide in a hybrid photonic-electrical NoC for a 4×4 CMP. Even simple topologies expose various design choices to be made [2]. For example, each origin-destination pair can be assigned to a different set of wavelengths, preventing the need for arbitration. However, this would limit the bandwidth for single transmissions noticeably. Other designs provide flexibility but require some arbitration. A Single Writer Multiple Reader (SWMR) [21, 14] configuration allocates a different set of wavelengths for each writer, which uses a destination selection mechanism to make the desired receiver turn on its photodetectors to read the data. In Multiple Writer Single Reader (MWSR) [24], each receiver reads different wavelengths and arbitration is needed on the writer’s side to avoid collisions between writers. Multiple Writer Multiple Reader (MWMR) [20] is the most flexible, allowing a single transmission to use all the data wavelengths of the ring, but requires both arbitration in the writer’s side and destination selection as well as more ring modulators and photodetectors for every destination to read and write every wavelength, which increases area and power consumption.

3. DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT POLICIES FOR HYBRID NOCS

This section presents a set of novel policies to manage hybrid networks comprising a ring-based photonic sub-network and an electrical sub-network such as a mesh. They decide which subnetwork to use for each message using real time information based on the following parameters: message size, photonic ring availability and distance between endpoints. Table 1 provides a summary.

An adequate interface between the electronic and the photonic subnetworks is required to apply our management policies. This interface adds little complexity over the one used in previous works (e.g., *Firefly* [21]). In each tile, one pre-photonic buffer interfaces each traffic source (e.g., L1 or L2 caches) with its associated external port to the electrical mesh router. Upon injection, those network messages that are candidate for photonic transmission are first stored in the corresponding pre-photonic buffer, and they are eventually either sent through the photonic ring or transferred to the corresponding external port of the router for electrical transmission.

Only one pre-photonic buffer per node can be active at each time, meaning that the message at its head is the one being considered for photonic transmission. As soon as the arbitration token is acquired, the active message is sent through the photonic ring and then the token is reinjected. In addition for some policies, when a message enters a pre-photonic buffer, a countdown timer is set to the appropriate wait time (i.e., AVAIL’s 2-processor-cycle token wait). If it reaches zero, photonic transmission is ruled out and the message enters the electrical router.
### 3.1 SIZE: Message size

Our first criterion to decide which subnetwork to use is extremely simple, taking into consideration just the size of the message. There are typically two different kinds of messages in a cache-coherent CMP: control messages and data messages, with typical respective sizes of 8 and 72 bytes (the 64-byte difference is accounted by the data block) [17]. Transmitting a data message makes the photonic ring unavailable for much longer than a control message, potentially increasing the latency of other messages.

For instance, our chosen near-future network (see Section 4) comprises a high-performance waveguide with 64 data wavelengths that enables the transmission of up to 8 bytes per ring-cycle. Therefore, sending control and data messages takes 1 and 9 ring-cycles, respectively. In 9 ring-cycles, nine short messages (one per ring-cycle) could be sent, greatly benefiting from the low latency of the ring. That is, sending long data messages increases the chances of creating long message queuing times due to serialization, and decreases the opportunities to accelerate many other messages.

In addition, short messages account for just a small percentage of the overall traffic in bytes due to their small size, although they account for most of the messages injected. Thus, their acceleration provides a large performance gain with small bandwidth usage.

All of this makes it interesting to use a simple policy, which we call SIZE, that only sends through the photonic ring those messages of small size (control). Notice that the opposite policy (sending data messages on the photonic ring) would be prone to serialization, resulting in high queuing times.

This policy has some shortcomings as it cannot adapt to the burst nature of traffic in parallel applications, underutilizing photonic resources under low traffic loads (especially in large photonic NoCs) and serializing and delaying many messages under high traffic loads (especially if there are limited photonic resources).

### 3.2 AVAIL: Ring availability

This policy sends a message (control or data) through the photonic ring only if the ring is readily available when the transmission is attempted or before a parametrized wait time passes. Hence, the electrical mesh is used for those messages that find the photonic ring busy. This adjusts dynamically the traffic injected in each sub-network, preventing the shortcomings of SIZE.

Since we have to acquire the token before transmitting, we must wait for the token round-trip time (2 processor-cycles in the NoC evaluated in Section 4) before knowing whether the ring is busy or not. If the token is acquired, then the message is sent through the ring. If it is not, the ring is busy and the message is sent through the mesh (after having waited unfruitfully during 2 processor-cycles).

With this policy we make sure that messages are never serialized waiting for the photonic ring under high traffic load scenarios, and that every message has a chance of using the photonic ring. Also, for low traffic loads, we prevent messages from being sent through the mesh while the photonic ring is free, hence increasing ring utilization and reducing overall energy consumption.

### 3.3 DDA: Distance Dependent Availability

The energy consumption and latency of a message transmission through an electrical mesh varies depending on the distance between the origin and the destination. In a $4 \times 4$-CMP, sending a message between opposite corners of the chip requires six intermediate routing operations and six retransmissions through inter-tile electrical links. Transmitting the same message between adjacent tiles requires just one routing operation and one transmission on the link connecting the tiles. Therefore, communication between distant destinations requires much more energy and takes longer.

This is also why cores in the corners and borders of the chip suffer from longer average latencies than those in the center [8], making threads running on them execute more slowly than those running on central cores and harming parallel application performance, as slower cores limit the overall execution speed.

Table 2 shows the percentage of messages and link traversals caused by communications between cores at different distances (in number of hops) for a uniform random distribution of accesses to a NUCA last-level cache in a 16-core CMP, which matches our observations on the PARSEC benchmarks. Transmissions between neighbor nodes account for 20% of messages but only generate 7.5% of link traversals, while 5-hop transmissions account for only 6.7% of messages but generate a significant 12.5% of link traversals. Moreover, the half of messages between closest nodes generates just 30% of link traversals, while the other half (between furthest nodes) generates 70% of link traversals. A smart use of the photonic ring, which is almost insensitive to distance, consists of reserving it for messages that incur the most energy consumption and latency if transmitted through the mesh (i.e., between corners) and using the mesh for many short-distance transmissions. This would also make cores far from the center of the chip benefit greatly, making them catch up with center cores, boosting performance even further.

To leverage this, we have developed an heuristic policy called Distance Dependent Availability (DDA), which combines the benefits of preventing long waits for the photonic ring and favoring its

### Table 1: Summary of policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Messages on photonic ring</th>
<th>Messages on mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>control messages (8 bytes)</td>
<td>data messages (72 bytes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAIL-x</td>
<td>token acquired within $(l_m - l_p) \times 0.x$ cycles</td>
<td>other messages (x-cycle delay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDA-x</td>
<td>token acquired within $(l_m - l_p) \times 0.x$ cycles</td>
<td>other messages (x-cycle delay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDDA-x</td>
<td>control if token acquired within $(l_m - l_p) \times 0.x$ cycles</td>
<td>other messages (x-cycle delay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTDDA-x</td>
<td>control if token acquired within $(l_m - l_p) \times 0.x$ cycles</td>
<td>other messages (x-cycle delay)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$l_m$ = idle mesh latency, $l_p$ = idle photonic ring latency.

### Table 2: Hops and link traversals in a $4 \times 4$ mesh for messages to access the LLC that leave the tiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hops</th>
<th>Msgs. traversals</th>
<th>Link Aggr.</th>
<th>Aggr. link traversals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mesh while the photonic ring is free, hence increasing ring utilization and reducing overall energy consumption.
use for distant endpoint communications. We achieve this mix of goals by allowing a different token-wait time for each particular message that is proportional to the theoretical advantages of using the photonic ring over using the mesh. To calculate this advantage of the ring, we use the best case theoretical latency of transmitting each message in the ring \( (l_p) \) and in the mesh \( (l_m) \) in the absence of other transmissions. In our setup \( l_p = 5 \) or \( l_p = 5 \) processor cycles in case of a control (8-byte) or data (72-byte) message, respectively and, correspondingly, \( l_m = 5 / hop \) processor cycles for control messages and \( l_m = 5 / hop + 8 \) for a data message. Every message is, at first, considered for sending through the photonic ring. If the ring is found idle, the message is sent. Otherwise, the message waits for \( (l_m - l_p) \times th \) cycles, where \( th \) is a configurable threshold with values between 0 (no wait) and 1 (wait as long as there is any potential benefit in using the ring), before sending the message through the mesh. Small values of \( th \) avoid serialization of messages, while large values increase ring utilization. In any case, messages involving distant endpoints wait longer, hence acquiring the token and using the photonic ring more often. In the evaluation section we consider several values for \( th \) to explore possible trade-offs.

In order to account for the different message sizes of the messages and capture the potential benefits, we give differentiated treatment to them in the photonic ring in two additional heuristic policies explained below that add message size to the variables considered for photonic ring management.

Control DDA (CDDA) consists of using DDA for control messages and AVAIL for data messages. This policy tries to obtain an average low message latency by transmitting many short messages, while retaining a high utilization of the network by sending data messages when the ring is otherwise idle.

Multi-Threshold DDA (MTDDA) uses DDA for both control and data messages, but different thresholds are used for each message type. A longer threshold is used for control messages to prioritize their transmission in the ring. In this case we give more importance to the ring utilization than in CDDA, since data messages are now more likely to be transmitted.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We have tested the policies using detailed full-system simulation on a photonic ring based on FlexiShare [20]. FlexiShare [20] is a MWMR photonic ring proposed for a 64-core CMP. We scale down FlexiShare to just one waveguide, resulting in an affordable design suitable for near-future commercial CMPs that requires just around 2000 microring resonators. Figure 1 shows our base hybrid photonic-electrical NoC in a 4×4 CMP. We consider a realistic five ring-cycle full-ring traversal time at 10 GHz for light pulses (i.e., two processor cycles at 4 GHz). All of the data wavelengths of the ring can be simultaneously used by one emitter to communicate with one receiver, and we limit the number of concurrent transmissions in the ring to just one. In all, this FlexiShare-like configuration requires 65 wavelengths for its operation. During destination selection, four wavelengths identify the receiver and one wavelength indicates the size of the message to transmit. Sixty-four wavelengths are used for data transmission. One extra wavelength is needed to circulate the single-bit token in which the selected arbitration mechanism is based.

Transmitting on the 10 GHz MWMR photonic ring when it is idle requires to acquire the free token (up to five ring cycles), activate the destination’s receivers (three ring cycles) and then reach the destination with the first photonic pulse (up to five ring cycles). In the case of control messages this is enough to transmit the 8-byte message. In the case of data messages a second photonic pulse carries the eight-byte requested word (the first pulse contains an 8-byte header). The rest of the data block is transmitted in consecutive photonic pulses. In the most favorable case (no wait for the token and a transmission to the closest node), an idle photonic ring provides a 2-router-cycle transmission latency (rounded up) for control messages or for the requested word of data messages. In the most unfavorable case (round-trip time wait for the token and transmission to the farthest node) this latency increases to 6 processor-cycles. In comparison, the idle 4×4 electrical mesh requires up to 31 processor-cycles between the most distant destinations.

As for flow control, in case of buffer overflow a NACK signal is sent by the receiver through the data wavelength in the complementary ring portion to the transmission (hence closing the circle without disturbing any other photonic transmission) and it is read by the transmitter that backs down, releases the token and repeats the same transmission procedure again after some time. This flow control mechanism is rarely needed and has little impact in the overall performance. More complex mechanisms can be used.

The GEMS simulator [3] was used to perform the evaluation. The common system characteristics can be found in Table 3. The L2 cache uses a NUCA design and a directory-based MOESI protocol enforces coherence between the private L1 caches. Time and power parameters of the electronic NoC are derived from Orion 2.0 [12] using a 32 nm silicon process. We consider state-of-the-art optical devices [27] and their behavior in our reference architecture.

We have used the PARSEC benchmark suite with the medium-sized working sets to perform this study. We evaluate the SIZE policy, the AVAIL policy with three different wait times (2, 6 and 10 processor cycles), the DDA and CDDA policies with three different thresholds (25%, 50% and 75%) and the MTDDA policy with two different configurations (60%-40% and 75%-25% thresholds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Simulated machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Processors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Alpha cores @ 4 GHz, 2-ways, in-order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L1 Cache</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split I&amp;D. Size: 16 KB, 4-ways, 64 bytes/block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access latency: 1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOESI coherence protocol (directory cache in L2 cache)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L2 Cache</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size: 1 MB per bank. 16 MB total (NUCA), 8-ways, 64 bytes/block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access latency: 15 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 GB DDR2 DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 3D-stacked memory controllers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interconnection - Electronic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 GHz, 2D mesh: 4×4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-byte bi-directional links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency: 1 processor-cycle/link, 4-processor-cycle pipelined routers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flit Size: 16 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control/Data packet size: 872 bytes (1/5 fits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic energy (1-hop switch+link): 282 pJ/flit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static power (switch+microrings): 52.7 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interconnection - Photonic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 GHz MWMR Photonic Ring, 3D-stacked, 65 wavelengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency: 2 processor-cycle round-trip time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 processor-cycle minimum transmission time on idle ring (no token wait, closest node)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 processor-cycle maximum transmission time on idle ring (round-trip time token wait, furthest node)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flit Size: 8 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control/Data packet size: 872 bytes (1/9 fits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic energy: 0.41 pJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static power (laser+microrings): 318 mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for control and data messages). Further details on these policies can be found in Table 1 and in Section 3.

5. EVALUATION RESULTS

Figure 2 shows, for each policy, the execution time and the relative standard deviation of the network latency suffered by the cores. Figure 3 shows the average latencies for message transmissions in the electrical mesh, in the photonic ring, and overall. Although the frequencies of these networks are different (4 GHz for the electrical and 10 GHz for the photonic), all the data are plotted at 4 GHz. We also show the theoretical latency gain for the messages that are finally sent through the photonic network. Figure 5 shows the energy consumption of the electrical mesh and the photonic ring, along with the photonic network usage and the fraction of messages sent through it. A higher percentage of messages does not imply a higher utilization of the ring, since two different message sizes exist.

In general, all of the photonic management policies improve performance compared to the baseline electrical mesh. Also, the trends shown by each policy remain stable across all benchmarks.

The SIZE policy reduces execution time by 27% with respect to the baseline mesh thanks to a reduction in the latency of control
We can say that AVAIL prioritizes energy reduction over execution time when compared to SIZE. Also, the wait threshold provides a way to tune between lower execution time and lower energy consumption.

Distance based policies make more efficient use of photonics and improve the performance results of SIZE and AVAIL. DDA-25 reduces execution time by 33%. As the policy threshold goes up, the execution time average benefit is reduced. This performance drop is caused by the increase in the average wait times to transmit when using higher thresholds. This policy provides lower network latencies on average because the photonic ring is preferentially used to send long-distance messages, while the is now mainly used for short-distance messages. DDA achieves the highest reductions in energy because its photonic ring usage is the highest and the ring is used for messages between distant endpoints, reducing the need for retransmissions in the mesh. Similarly to AVAIL, DDA’s thresholds are useful to trade-off between speed and energy consumption.

CDDA provides the highest reduction in execution time. CDDA-25 reduces execution time by 33%, and this value increases to 36% for CDDA-50 and CDDA-75. In CDDA, the distance-dependent thresholds keep high the mesh latency avoided by the ring, although lower than in DDA because now most control messages use the photonic ring, including messages between close endpoints.
The latency reduction is the highest of any policy thanks to the higher number of messages accelerated. The energy consumption of CDDA is higher than DDA’s.

Finally, MTDDA performs close to CDDA in execution speed and network latency, with 33% and 35% lower execution times than the baseline for MTDDA-60-40 and MTDDA-75-25, respectively. These policies allow some await for data messages, based on distance, in order to achieve a balance between execution time speedup and photonic ring utilization. By using different thresholds for control and data we can still prioritize the sending of short messages in order to reduce execution time while retaining the ability to achieve a high utilization of the photonic ring with data messages. This results in a good trade-off between DDA and CDDA. We believe that MTDDA is the most versatile policy, providing good results in both execution time (almost matching CDDA) and energy consumption (close to DDA).

As mentioned in section 3.3, cores in the center of the chip suffer less latency when accessing the LLC. Figure 4 shows the overall absolute latency suffered by each core for the electrical mesh and for MTDDA-75-25 in each benchmark. The pattern observed in the mesh (subfigure b) matches closely the theoretical analysis (subfigure a) which assumes a completely uniform communication pattern. Subfigure c gives a clear view of how those cores that suffer longer latencies in the mesh are the most benefited by MTDDA-75-25 (corners and borders of the chip). The threads running on these cores get a higher speed-up and their performance can now match that of the threads running in the central cores. Figure 2 also shows that our policies reduce the standard deviation of the network latency suffered by cores. This reduction is especially noticeable for DDA and MTDDA where it reaches 60%. This means that a much more homogeneous network latency is perceived by all cores, which has the important benefit of reducing the wait times for thread synchronization. This provides a noticeable portion of the acceleration of applications seen in Figure 2 by reducing wait times between threads.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown the importance of using adequate management policies to enable efficient use of photonic resources in an hybrid photonic-electronic network. We have proposed the first dynamic fine-grain policies to enable such management, based on distance between endpoints, ring availability and message size at a message granularity. We have tested these policies both on an near-future affordable photonic ring, obtaining significant performance improvements and energy consumption reductions. By using photonics for the messages most likely to benefit from it (distant, short, and keeping low wait times), we reduce the number of electric mesh retransmissions (that cause large energy consumption and latency) while preventing serialization in the ring. In addition, these policies level out the network latency suffered by all cores in the chip compared to an electrical mesh, resulting in an additional performance boost. A proposed performance oriented policy (CDDA-75) reduces execution time by 36%, and a proposed energy oriented policy (DDA-75) reduces network energy consumption by 52% for the PARSEC benchmark suite in a 16-core CMP. In addition, we propose a balanced policy (MTDDA-75-25) which reduces execution time by 35% and reduces network energy consumption by 48%.
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